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mformation
Transactton managementproblems 111a multuiatabase environment were first &scussed m [GLIG85].
Smce then, the problem was extensively studled m two
basic tiecuons resmcted autonomy of the local
DBMS’s (@XMA87], [pU87], [SUGI87]) and a complete preservation of a local DBMS autonomy
([ALON87], [LITW89], [BFU389], [DU89])
Resmcted autonomy (lVELMA87], [pU87]) lmphes
that the local DBMSs can share with the MDBS their
local control mformation (for example, local schedules)
This assumption, however, requires design changes m
local DBMS’s and as a result reduces the muludatabase
transaction managementproblem to the sameproblem m
the homogeneousdlsmbuted databaseenvironment with
hierarchical orgamzation of local sites Thrs Issue has
been studied extensively 111the literature and 1s fatrly
well understood
Several authors concentrated their effort on
descnbmg of the mulhdatabase concurrency control
mechamsm for a mulmiatabase model with complete
preservauon of local DBMSs autonomy ([BREI88],
[LITW89], [DU89]). In [BREI881 we considered senallzablhty as a correctnesscnterra of a multldatabaseconcurrency control mechanismand defined a multldatabase
transacttonmanagementprotocol that ensuresboth global
senahzablllty and freedom from global deadlocks, provided that each local DBMS ensureslocal serlallzablhty
and freedom from local deadlocks.A multidatabasetransaction manager based on that protocol was recently
described111
[BREI89]
Du and Elmaganmd [DU89] argued that a senallzablhty might be too strong of a requirement m a multidatabase envu-onment and as a result mtroduced the
notron of quasz senalzrabrlzty . Every global senahzable
schedule 1salso quasi senahzable but not vice versa In
order to preserve global databaseconsutency, quasi senahzablhty reqmres that there be no data dependency
between data items located at different local sites processedby the sameglobal transaction. In many pracucal
casesthusmay be too strong a resmction on global transactlons
Lltwm and TRY [LITW89] proposed a new paradlgm for a concurrency control that uses the concept of

Abstract
A model of a multidatabase system 1s defined m which
each local DBMS uses the two-phase lockmg protocol
Locks are released by a global transacuon only after the
transaction commits or aborts at each local sate Fadures
may occur durmg the processmg of transacuons We
design a fault tolerant transaction managementalgorithm
and recovery procedures that retam global databaseconsistency We also show that our algorrthms ensure freedom from global deadlocksof any kmd
1. Introduction
A multldatabase system (MDBS) 1sa software package
that allows user transacaons to mvoke remeval and
update commands agamst data located m heterogeneous
hardware and software environments. A multi&tabase
envronment supports two types of transactions
0
local transactions, those that are executedby local
DBMS, outside of the MDBS systemcontrol
l
global transactions, those that are executed under
the MDBS systemcontrol
The
MDBS IS not aware of local transactions that are
bemg executedby local DBMSs
Each DBMS integrated by the MDBS operates
autonomously A global transaction executmg at a local
site cannot accessDBMS control mformahon that 1snot
avalable to any local transaction (such as a wtit-forgraph, a schedule,a DBMS log, etc ) As a consequence,
the MDBS systemcannot accessany local DBMS control
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value dates Their approach is apphcable to a multtdatabaseconcurrency control schemethat ensuresglobal serrahzablhty and freedom from global deadlocks
In all the above previous work, it was assumedthat
no failures can occur m the MDBS system durmg the
global transachon processing We are not aware of any
systemauc treatment of fault-tolerant transaction
management111a mulhdatabaseenvironment that allows
fatlures to occur durmg any stage of the global transaction processmg
In this paper we introduce a model of a mulhdatabase environment m which each local DBMS uses the
two-phase lockmg protocol [ESWA76] We design a
fault tolerant transaction management algolrthm and
describe recovery procedures that retam global database
consistencyand ensurefreedom from global deadlocks
In the next two sections we define a mult.&tabase
transacuon managementmodel and describe global transaction processing In Secuon 4 we descnbe &fficulhes
associatedwltb multIdatabaserecovery managementand
discuss bfferences between dlsmbuted homogeneous
and multldatabase recovery problems In Section 5 we
describe the scheduler algonthm and prove 1t.scorrectness In Sechon 6 we ascuss global deadlock problems
that may occur m our model In Section 7 we descnbethe
recovery manager algorithm and prove its correctness
Section 8 concludes the paper

w-rite We define the nouon of senalizable global (local)
schedulesm the usual manner [BERN871 and use seriallzablhty as a correctness cnterion for the MDBS and
local DBMS concurrency control mechamsms
We assume that the MDBS software 1s centrally
located It provides accessto lfferent DBMSs that are
timbuted among various local sites interconnectedby a
network The model discussed m this paper is based on
the followmg assumpttons
(1) No changes can be made to the local DBMS
software. This means that local DBMSs cannot be
mo&fied m a manner that will provide the MDBS
wltb local control mformauon This assumption 1s
adopted for purely practical reasons Any attempt
on the part of the user to mo&fy the DBMS
software results m the vendor’s dropping support
of the product As a result the maintenance costs
skyrocket and oblrterate all advantages that the
MDBS can brmg to the user’s orgamzatlon
(2) A local DBMS is not able to dishnguish between
local and global transactions which are active at
the local site This assumption ensures local user
autonomy
(3) A local DBMS at one site 1snot able to commumcate directly with local DBMSs at other sites to
synchromze the execution of a global transaction
achVeat several SlteS
(4) Each local DBMS usesthe smct two-phase lockzng
protocol [BERN871 (1.e, local locks are released
only after a transachonaborts or commits), and has
a mechanismfor ensurmg deadlock freedom Thus,
each local schedule is senahzable, and any local
deadlocksare detectedand recovered from
Thus, the MDBS IS the only mechanismthat IScapableof
coordmatmg global transachons execution at different
local sites However, any such coordmatlon must be conducted m the absenceof any local DBMS control mformahon Hence, the global transaction manager must
make the most pessimistic assumphons about the
behavior of the local DBMSs m order to ensure global
databaseconsistencyand freedom from global deadlocks
The MDBS system consists of the followmg four
major components
l
Transaction manager The transaction manager
TM controls the execution of global transachons
For each global operahon to be executed, the TM
selects a local site (or a set of sites) where the
operation should be executed In each such site, the
TM allocates a server, (one per transaction per
site) and the operation 1ssent to the scheduler for
scheduhng and further execution at the selected
site Once the TM allocates a server to the transac-

2. The MDBS Model
A global databaseis a collection of local databasesdlsmbuted among &fferent local sites mterconnected by a
communication network A global transaction 1san execution of user’s program on a global database Transactions consldered m our model consist of the operations
begm , read, write, commit and abort A transaction is
uufiated when the operation begin 1sencountered Upon
recelvmg a begin, the MDBS creates a tmnsacuon
ldentlfier and asslgnsa umestampto the transaction No
two different transactionscan have the sametimestamp
To install permanently m the local databasesthe
results of a global transactlon, the operation commit 1s
used If a user decides to abort a transacuon and cancel
all its changes m local databases,the operation abort 1s
used The other two operauons are read ( denoted by r)
and write ( denoted by W) A read copies a global data
Itern into the user addressspaceand a write causesa new
value of the data item to be wntten onto a local database
We assumethat each data Item can be read only once by
the transacuon and If a data Item 1sread and wntten by
the transaction, then a read occurs before a write
Formally, a transacuon 1sa sequenceof operahons
OPl, OP2. 9opk , where op 1 is begin, opk 1seither commit or abort, and each op, (1 <J c k), is either read or
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Uon, it IS not released untd the transachon either
aborts or commits In submlttmg transachon
operations for CXCCUhOn,the TM uses the following restnchon

databasesdo not coordmate the execution of the same
global transaction
T1, T2 T, - gtial

No operation of the transaction (except the
very first one) IS submrtted for scheduhng
and executron untd the TM receives a response that the prevrous operatron of the same
transaction has completed

transaotlons

I

Scheduler The scheduler manages the order of
CXeCuhOnof the various read, write, commit, and
abort operations of &fferent global t.ranSaChOnS
The scheduler receives the next entry from the TM
and makesthe determmahonwhether the operahon
should be executed, whether the transaction lssumg
the operation should be aborted, or whether the
transaction lssumg the operation should wat untd
it can be executed The scheduler algonthm, whrch
ensures global databaseconsistency, 1s presented
in SecOon5
l
Recovery manager. The recovery manager 1s
responsible for restormg the global databaseto a
consistent state in the caseof falure In this paper,
we consider software, communicahon, and site
fadures We do not consider here the caseof nonvolatile storage fsulure Smce a maJorpart of this
paper deals with the recovery issue. a more extensive dlscussron concemmg the nature of the
recovery manageris presentedm Sechon4
0
Set of servers A server is a processgeneratedby
the transaction manager to act as an agent for the
global transaction at the local site The local
DBMS treats each server as a local transachon
Each server 1s responsible for translatmg global
operations into the appropriate query language
operations of the local DBMS, and submlttmg
these OperahOnSfor execution to the local DBMS
Results of the operation execution by a local
DBMS are reported to the recovery manager In
addlhon, a server also needs to mteract with the
recovery manager after a falure has occurred
(more on this m Section 4)
The general structure of the system IS deplcted m Figure
1
l

sites
1

Sk0
Sk

Figure 1 MDBS Architecture
Each local DBMS keeps a wIlte-ahead log on
stable storage that 1s used by the DBMS to restore the
local databaseto a consistent state m the case of falure
Before a global commit operation of h-amachon T, can
be processed,all its changesmust appearm the stablelog
of the vaflous local DBMSs m which it was achve This
log, however, is not avsulable to the MDBS system and
as a result it is not avtiable to any of the transachon’s
servers Therefore, each server must also keep a wnteahead log of the changesmade by the global transachon
that it is responsible for Each ttme that the server
updatesa local database,it also updatesits own log The
server log 1skept m stable storage
After the global transachon has successfully completed its execuhon at each local site, the MDBS should
execute the commit operahon
In order to ensure the atomlclty of global transactions, the two-phasecommit protocol [GRAY781 1sused
When the MDBS encounters the commit operation of
transaction T,, it sends to each server involved m this
execuhon of T, a prepare-to-commit message Each
server recelvmg the messagedetermines d it can commit
transachon T, If it can commit, it forces all the log
records for T, to stable storage, including a record
<ready T,> It then notties the MDBS whether it IS
ready to commit, or T, must be aborted The MDBS collects all responsesfrom the servers If all responsesare

3. Global Transaction Processing
A multldatabase system is bullt on top of a number of
exlshng DBMSs that are being integrated into a single
MDBS Each of its constituent DBMSs assuresthe consistency of its local database(see assumphon(4)) However, running of global transactions by the MDBS may
create mconslstent global database states, since local

“ready T, “, then the transaction enters ready commit
stateand the MDBS decidesto commit T, If at least one
server responds with “abort T, ‘I, or at least one server
fals to respond wlthm a specified time out period, the
MDBS decidesto abort T, , In either case,the decrslon 1s
sent to all servers Each server, upon receiving the decl-
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Example 1: Consider a global databaseconsrstmg
of two sites S I wrth data item a, and S2 wrth data item b
Constder the followmg global transachon T1 which has
been submitted to the MDBS

slon, m turn, mforms the local DBMS as to whether to
abort or commit T, at that local sate
Note that even though T, 1s considered
globally commztted after the MDBS has sent a corm?ut
message to each transactton server, from the local
DBMS’s pomt of view the transachon 1snot commttted
yet, and thus the appropnate local DBMS log records
may not have yet appearedon stable storageof the local
DBMS The transactton may sttll at tlus pomt m trme
abort locally (if the sue fatls prror to processmg of the
local commit of T, ) It 1sfor thusreason that we keep a
separate log by each server The appropnate local
DBMS log records appear on the local DBMS stable
storageonly after a server submrtsa commit operahon to
a local DBMS for executton and a transactton 1s

Tl rda) w&a) w,(b)

In add&on to that, the followmg local transactronL, IS
submrttedto the site St *
L2

r2b)

w2(4

Supposethat T, has completed its executton at both sites
and tt IS III the ready-to-commzt state The MDBS now
submttsthe commit operauon to the serversat both sites
Further supposethat site S2 has received the commit and
has successfully executed it, whtle site Sr fatls before the
commit operatron arnves Therefore, at sue Sr the local
DBMS considers T1 aborted and, as a consequence,
releasesrts local lock on a Upon recovery of S*, L2 1s
granted the local lock on a, successfully completes its
executron, and commrts Followmg this, the server reexecutes transactton T1 (as a new transactton, say T3) This
results m the followmg local scheduleat site S1

locally commttted

4. Recovery Management
There are many different fatlures that may occur m the
multulatabaseenvrronment However, the malor types of
farlures are transactzon farlures, system failures, server
fatlures, sate fatlures, and communtcatton fatlures The
scheduler and recovery management algonthms
described m this paper tolerate any farlures of the
descrrbedtypes
If a global transactton falls before rt commrts,then
any of its local subtransactronsmust be undone by the
approprtate local DBMSs As a consequence, global
databaseconststency 1salso preserved,smce the transacuon dtd not make changesm any of us local databases
The srtuatton becomes more complicated d a
fatlure occurs durmg the processmgof a commit operabon of a global transactron Constder the case where the
MDBS decrdesto commit transactton T, Supposethat a
local sue, Sk, m which T, was acuve fads wrthout havmg
the appropnate local DBMS log records m stable storage
and before the server for T, at site S, has recaved the
commit message from the MDBS If such a fatlure
occurs, then upon recovery of S,, T, must be undone at
S, However, the MDBS constders T, to be commrtted
and thus upon recovery of S, , the MDBS must redo T, at
S, As far as the local DBMS IS concerned, redoing the
transacuon consmutes a new transactron at that sate,
wtthout any connectton to the faded one Thus, tt 1spossible, that between the trme that the local DBMS at Sk
recovers from the fatlure and the trme that the restarted
transacttonT, at site S, obtams the local wrtte locks from
the local DBMS to redo the T,‘s wnte operauons, the
local DBMS may execute some other local transacttons
that, m turn, may lead to the loss of global databaseconststency This sttuatron creates serrous recovery problems m the multtdatabaseenvrronment Let us Illustrate
theseproblems wrth the followmg example

rl(a)

r2(Q)w2(4

w3W

However, the T,‘s write operatton IS the sameas w I(a)
as far as the MDBS IS concerned Thus, this execution
results m the following non serrahzable schedule from
the MDBS vrewpomt

This example demonstrates one of the major
dtfficulttes m dealmg with recovery m the multrdatabase
envtronment. A global transactton that farls for whatever
reason at some local site is undone by the local DBMS
whtle rt should be redone as far as the MDBS IS concerned Barrmg the ehmmatton of local DBMS autonomy, rt appears that it would be rmpossrble to recover
from global transactton fatlures during the commrt phase
of the transacbon wrth no restnchons on global transacuons One natural resmctron 1sto partmon the set of data
items into two classes
l
globally updateable -- those data items that can
only be modified by global transactrons,and
l
locally updateable -- those data items that can only
be m&fled by local transactrons
For example, any rephcated data item should be globally
updateableand not locally updateable A data item, however, need not be rephcated to be classtfled as globally
updateable The subdtvtsronof data items mto these two
mutually exclusive classesis purely admmtstrahve However, even with such a restrtctton, mulhdatabaserecovery
may sttll run mto some problems as rllustrated m our
next example
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Example 2: Consrder a global databaseconststmg
of two sues St and S2, with data items a and b located at
St, and c located at S2 We will assumethat a and c are
globally updateable, whereas b 1s locally updateable
Consider the followmg global transactton T, that 1ssubmitted to the MDBS

[BREI88] Namely, local transacuons may modify only
those nonrepltcated data items that are designated as
locally updateable Any data item that IS designated as
globally updateable cannot be modrfied by a local transactton
5. Scheduler Algorithm and its Correctness
In thts sectton we outlme the algorrthm used by the
scheduler and prove that under the assumpuonsof our
model global database conststency is assured Obvrously, the scheduler cannot allocate local locks, smce
they are mamtamedand allocated by local DBMSs The
scheduler, however, keeps track of global transactrons
requestsfor local locks through the use of a global lock
mechamsm Each global data item has a global lock
assocratedwith it A global transactronthat needsonly to
read a data item requestsa global read-lock If two global
transacttons request confhctmg global locks (locks are
conflrctmg, if they are requestedby two dtfferent transachons on the same data item and at least one of the
requestedlocks 1sa write-lock) the schedulerwill prevent
one of the transactronsfrom proceedmgbecausett knows
that the two transactions will causea conflict at the local
sue The scheduler usesthe smct two-phase lockmg protocol for allocatmg global locks to global transacttons It
should be noted that tf a global transacuon has a local
lock on a data item at a local site, then it keeps a global
lock on the samedata item The converse 1snot correct,
that is, tf a global transactton keeps a global lock on a
data item, rt 1snot necessartlykeeps a local lock for this
data stem It may strll watt for a local lock at a local site
The scheduler mamtams a global wazt for graph
(GWFG) [KORT86] The GWFG is a drrected graph G
= (V, E), whose set of vertrces V IS a set of global transactionsand an edge T, + T, belongs to E rf and only If
global transactton T, watts for a global lock allocated to
global transactron T, If a global transactton warts for a
global lock, then the transactron state becomesblocked
and the transachon IS included m the GWFG The transac&onbecomesacttve agam only after rt can obtam global locks that tt was waning for
As we shall seelater, we need to make sure that the
GWFG 1s always acyclic There are two methods for
achieving this
1
Whenever a new edge T, + T, 1sto be added to
the graph, a cycle detectton algoruhm 1s mvoked
If the inserted edge causes a cycle to occur, then
someglobal transactronfrom the cycle 1saborted
2
Use the wart-dze scheme [ROSE781 to decide
whether a transachon requestmg a global lock
should watt or abort That ts, d a transactton
requesung a global lock on a data item has a
smaller umestamp than any transachon holdmg a

Tl r,(b) wda) WI(C)
In addmon, let us consider the local transacuon L, running at site S1
Supposethat T, has completed us execuuon at both snes,
and 1sin the ready-to-commzt state The MDBS now submrts the commit operation to the servers at both sates
Further supposethat sue S2 has recetved the commit and
has successfully executed it, whtle sne Sr farls before the
commtt operatton arrtves Thus, at site S1 the local
DBMS considers T, aborted and, as a consequence,
releasesrts local locks on a and b . Followmg thrs, L2 IS
tmmedtately given local locks on a and b (before the
MDBS 1sable to restore the value of data ttem a wrttten
by T, at site Sr) After L2 has commrtted, the MDBS 1s
able to obtain local locks for a and restores T, from 1t.s
server’s log From the local DBMS vtewpomt restormg
T1 from the server’s log constttutesa new transactron,T3
that consists of write operatton on a Thrs results m the
followmg local schedule at sateS, as rt 1svrewed by the
local DBMS at Sr

However, the T,‘s write operatron IS the sameas wl(a)
as far as the MDBS 1sconcerned Thus, thusexecuuon
results m the following non serrahzable schedule from
the MDBS viewpoint
r,(b) r&l

r2(b)w2@) w(a)

q

The reason we have arrived at an mconsrstentdatabase
state 1sthat we allowed a global transachon to read data
items that are locally updateable The remedy 1s to
requrre that transacttons modrfymg globally updateable
data Items would not be allowed to read locally updateable data items Thts resmctron wrll be called the
global conszstency reqzurement .

If a global transactton, however, does not change
the value of any data item (I e , read-only global transacuons), then rt may read both globally and locally updateable data items Local transacttons may read any data
item at the local sate
In [BREI88] we proved that the multuiatabaseconsistency 1s retamed d a local transactron 1s allowed to
modrfy only nonrepllcated data stems Since any rephcated data item 1salways globally updateable,the global
consistency reqturement 1s stronger than the one from
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lock on the data item, then it waits, otherwise it
aborts Note that we can use the wan-dze scheme,
since each global transachon IS assigned a unique
timestampupon entermg the system
The scheduler does not release the global locks of
a global transaction untd the transachon either aborts or
successfully commits This allows the MDBS to handle a
fadure that occurred dunng the transacbon’s commit
operation, when a global transaction successfully commits at one site and fads to commit at the other one The
local locks that the transaction keeps at both sites are
releasedby the local DBMSs at these sites On the other
hand, the scheduler does not release global locks allocated to the transaction until the recovery managersuccessfully commits the transacUonafter redoing it at the
faled site(s), protectmg other global transactions from
usmg data values that have not yet been commltted
In [BREI88], we described an MDBS transaction
management scheme that assures global databaseconslstency under the assumption that no fadures can occur
during the global transaction commit process In that system, If the scheduler recaves a commit operation It
uncondmonally passesit to servers for execution using
the two phasecommit protocol However, If falures can
occur durmg the global transaction commit process, the
commit operauon can no longer be uncondmonally
passedto the recovery manager wlthout possible loss of
global databaseconsistency,as the next example demonstrates
Example 3: Consider a multidatabasethat conslsts
of data items a and b at site S1 and c and d at site S2
Let thesedata items be globally updateable Consider the
followmg global transactionssubmltted to the MDBS

In the meantlme, at site S1, transaction L3 completes its execution and successfully commits Site S2
now recovers and undoes T, The operations of transacDon T2 are now submitted and successfully complete at
both s&s, and the commit operation 1s submitted for
execution and eventually 1s executed successfully
Finally, L, 1ssuccessfully executed and commmedat site
S2 Followmg tis, transaction T, is resubmitted agamfor
execunon at site S2 and successfully commits
Thus, at site S1 the local schedule 1s<T1, L3, T2>,
whale at site S2, the local schedule 1s CT,, L4, T1>
Therefore, the scheduler generated an non-serializable
global schedule 0
In the above example, we arrived at an mconslstent
global databasestate because the commit operation of
transaction T, was processedbefore the commit operatton of T1 was successfully completed Since both transactions have no confllctmg operations (1e , both operate
on the same data item and one of them 1swrite operation), the scheduler does not have any reason to prevent
the transactions from running concurrently However,
local transactionsat both sites have confllctmg operations
with the global transactions, and m this case global
mconslstencyresulted without the scheduler being aware
of 1t
Example 3 demonstratesthat the scheduler should
use some protocol m scheduhng various commit operations m order to assureglobal databaseconsrstencym the
presence of fatlures We would hke to formulate
sufficient condmons under which global databaseconsistency is assured m our model To do so we need to
introduce a notton of a commzt graph. A commzt graph
CG = cTS , E > is an undirected bipartite graph whose set
of nodes TS consistsof a set of global transactlons(transaction nodes) and a set of local sites (site nodes) Edges
from E may connect only transaction nodes with site
nodes An edge (T, ,S,) IS m E if and only d transaction
T, was executmg at site S, , and the commit operation for
T, has been scheduled for processing After the commit
operation for T, 1s completed, T, 1s removed from the
commzt graph along with all edgesmcldental to T,

Tl wlW WI(c)
T,

wdb)

w,(d)

In addmon to the global transacoons,the followmg local
transactionsare submitted to the local sites

Consider now the followmg scenarro Operauon w I(a )
1ssent to site S1 and after it 1sexecuted,operation wl(c)
1ssent to S2 and is also successfully executed Followmg
this, transaction L, at site S, successfully completes the
execution of r3(b) and then must wat for T1 to release
the local write-lock on a The commit operauon for T1
IS now submitted for execution T, successfully commits
at S1 and releases1t.slocal locks, but site S2 foulsbefore it
receives a commzt messageand thus at site S,, transacDon T1 1sconsidered aborted by the local DBMS

Theorem 1: For a given systemof global and local
transacnons,the global databaseconsistency 1sassuredif
the commzt graph doesnot contam any loops •i
In order to decide when it 1ssafe to processa global commit operahon, the scheduler uses the commzt
graph defined above, and a wazt-for-commzt graph A
wart-for-commzt graph (WFCG ) 1sa duected graph G =
(V, E) whose set of vertices V consists of a set of global
transachons An edge T, + T, 1s m E if and only if T,
has finished its execution, but Its commit operation 1s
stdl pendmg and T, is a transaction whose commit
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operation should be completed or aborted before the
commit of T, can be scheduled
The scheduler uses the following algorrthm for
constructmg the WFCG graph, and m schedulmg a commtt operation of transaction T,
1
For each site S, m which T, is CXeCUhng, temporarlly add the edge T, + S, to the commit
graph
2
If the augmentedcommit graph does not contain a
cycle, then the global commit operauon 1ssubmltted for processmg, and the temporary edges
becomepermanent
3
If the augmented commit graph contams a cycle
then
The edges T, + T, 1, , T, + T,, are
4
inserted mto the WFCG
The set
,
T,,
)
consists
of
all
the
transacI7’,17T,29
tions which appear m the cycle which was
created as a result of addmg the new edges
to the commit graph
Remove the temporary edgesfrom the comb)
mit graph
We note that transaction T,, however, need not
necessarily wait for the complehon of every tEiMaChOn
T,, such that T, + Tlk It may be ready to be scheduled
for a commit operation after some of transactions T,I
such that T, + T,, (0 c 1 c r) successfully commit (and
m some cases, a successful commit of only one such
transaction would be sufficient to schedule the
transaction’s commitf) From the WFCG defimhon, it
follows that the graph doesnot contam any loops
Theorem 2: The scheduler algomhm defined
above assuresglobal databaseconsistency Cl
Example 4: Consider agam the scenarrodepicted
m Example 3. Thusscenanocannot occur with the use of
the algonthm descr&ed above smce T, IS placed on the
WFCG to wrut unul transaction T1 completesits commit
operation This follows from the fact that the attempt to
schedulethe commit for transaction T2 createsa cycle m
the commit graph 0
6. Multidatabase Deadlocks
In defining the MDBS model (see Section 2), we have
assumedthat each local DBMS 1sresponsible for ensurmg that no local deadlocks will occur (or If they do
occur, they are detectedand recovered from) Therefore,
any local schedule 1s deadlock-free In such multidatabaseenvironments, however, there 1san additional problem of global deadlocks
Consider a set of global and local transacuonsthat
contains at least two or more global transactions If each

tEW.aChOn m this set either wats for a local or global
lock allocated to another transaction m the set, or waits
for the complehon of a commit operation of some transaction m the set to start its commit operation, then each
tranSaChOn in the set 1s waitmg Therefore, no h-ansac&on from the set can release its global and local locks
that are neededby other transachonsm the set We will
call such sltuatton a global deadlock The MDBS must
be able to detect and break global deadlocks Smcethe
set of local transactions is not known to the MDBS,
detectmg global deadlock SitUihOIIS is not simple To
dlustrate this let us consider several examples

Example 5: In Example 4, we have placed transachon T, m the WFCG in order to assure global database consistency Whde T2 1s on WFCG, it cannot
release the local locks it 1sholdmg on data items b and
d Transachon T2 can release these locks only after it
commits at both sites However, T2 waits m the WFCG
for T, to commit. Transachon T,, on the other hand,
cannot restart at site S2 (after it faded to commit there)
before it obtains a local lock on c TransacnonL4 holds a
local lock on c and wruts for a local lock on d that 1s
being held by tranSaChOn T2 The system now is in a
global deadlock, since T2 1s Waihng for T1 on the
WFCG and T, IS watmg for L, to releasea local lock on
c, and L4 m turn wsuts for T2 to release a local lock on
d

Cl

Example 6: Consider a multidatabasethat consists
of globally updateabledata items a and b at site S1 and
c and d at site S2 Let us further assumethat the followmg global transactionsare submitted to the MDBS
Tl w(a) w(d)
T2 w,(c)

w,(b)

In addition to the global transactions, the foIIowmg local
transactionsare submitted at the local sites
~53 Mb) r&l
L4 r&-O r&)

Consider a snapshotof the systemwhere
1) At site Sl, T1 is holding a lock on a, and L3 is
holding a lock on b and waltmg for T 1 to release
the lock on a
At site Sz, T, is holdmg a lock on c, and L, is
2)
holding a lock on d and waiting for T2 to release
the lock on c
Since the MDBS 1snot aware of L3 and L4, and since T1
and T2 do not accesscommon vmables, the operations
w,(d) and wZ(b) are submltted to the local sites We are
m a global deadlock since at site SIt Tz is waihng for L3
which m turn Wats for T,, while at site Sz, T, IS walhng

for L4 which m turn watts for T2

Cl

waztzng at szte S, , provided that It has a server at the site
and at least one operahon of the transachon was submrtted to the sue A transactron that 1sather acme or waztzng at a local site 1scalled executzng at the sue
We assumethat each global transachon can be m
the waztzng status at most at one site This reStmUOn
obvrously holds for nonreplrcatedglobal databasesIt can
also hold for a replicated global databaseas well In the
latter case, rf the traIMChOn should execute the write
operahon on a replicated data item, local wnte lock
requestsshould be submnted m sequence The next site’s
wnte lock request is not sent unhl the local wnte lock
requestfrom the previous site is satisfied
A potentzal conjlzct graph (PCG) IS a duected
graph G = (V, E) whose set of vertrces V conststsof a
set of global transacttons An edge T, + T, IS m E d
and only if there is a site at which T, IS wamng and T, IS

Example 7: Constder a global databaseconsishng
of two sttes Sr and S2, and havmg globally updateable
data items a and b at sateS t, and a data ttem c at sue S2
Let us further assume that the followmg global transacuons are submtttedto the MDBS
TI wl(a> WAC)
T2 w,(c)w,(b)

In addition to T1 and Tar at sue S1 the followmg local
transactron1ssubmnted
~53 r3@) rda)

Let us assumethat at site S2, global transactronT,
has a local wnte-lock on data item c and at sateSt, transacuon T, has a local wrote-lock on a Let us further
assume that at site Sr, local transactton L3 has a local
read-lock on b Transacttons T1 and T2 also have global
write locks on a and c, respechvely Transactron T2
requests a global wrote-lock on b and obtams it, but tt
warts for a local wnte-lock on b at site S 1 L 3 requestsa
local read-lock on a and rt watts for T, T, requests a
global wnte lock on c and lt wantsfor T2 on the global
wart for graph We are agam III a global deadlock sltuatlon

actzve

A PCG changes whenever a transachon at some
site changes its status from acme to waztzng or vice
versa If a transactron IS waztzng at sue S,, then it warts
for the local DBMS to allocate local locks requrred to
perform the transaction OperahOn After the transaction
has received the requested local locks, the transactton’s
statusat the sateis changed to actzve Thus, when a transachonhas completed all its operahonsat all local sites at
whrch rt was executzng, and rt receives the prepare-tocomt messagemdicahng the start of the tG3nSaChOn'S
commit operatton, rts status at all such sites 1sactzve and
remams acme unttl the transactton either commns or
aborts, provided that no failures occurred during the
commit operahon After the transaction commits or
aborts, the transachon and all edges mcrdental to it are
removed from the PCG If a fatlure has occurred after
the commzt message was sent and before all sues
recerved the message,the transactton needs to be restarted (via the restart operatton) at the faded site
The restartedtmSaChOn should request somelocal
wnte locks to redo the transacttonat the faded site Thus,
the transactron’s status at the faded sue 1s changed to
waztzng and remams such untd the tmnsactron receives
local locks to redo its operattons after the site becomes
operahonal After this takes place, the transacuon status
at the site becomesactzve again and remains such until
the transachonis successfully redone at the site
Lemma 2: Let XG be a graph that 1s formed by
takmg the union of PCG , GWFG , and WFCG If XG 1s
acyclic, then there is no possrbrlrty of a global deadlock
(provrded that each local watt-for-graph is acychc, which
we have assuredm our model) 0
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Deadlocks m centrahzed and drsmbuted homogeneousdatabaseenvtronment have been extensrvely studted and various schemes based on the wazt-for-graph
concept were introduced to detect deadlocksamong transachons Here we use a similar technique
Lemma 1: Let GL be a set of global and local
tranSaChOnSthat contam at least two global tramaChOnS
Let GG be the union of all local Walt-for-graphs, the
GWFG , and the WFCG A global deadlock exm if and
only tf GG contamsa loop Cl
>From Lemma 1, rt follows that m order to detect
that a global deadlock occurred, rt 1s necessary for the
MDBS to have an accessto the various local-watt-forgraphs Smce thus mformatton 1s not avarlable to the
MDBS, rt 1s necessary to devtse a drfferent method for
approxlmatmg the union of the local wart-for-graphs
This approxtmatlon may result m the detectron of false
deadlocks, but ensures that no global deadlock will be
mtssed To achieve this, we introduce a new type of
graph called a potentzal-conjzct-graph (PCG) Before
defmmg the graph, we must first mtroduce the nohon of a
transacttonbeing actzve or waztzng at a sate
A transactton T, IS actzve at szte S, d rt has a server
at S, and the server IS either performmg the operahon of
T, at the sue or has completed the current operatton of T,
and is ready to receive the next operahon of transactton
T, A transactton that 1snot acttve at sne S, is sard to be
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7. Recovery Manager Algorithm
In this sectron we brrefly outhne the local lock request
and commit procedures used by recovery manager (RM)
to detect and break any global deadlock
As was stated m Sectron2, each global transactton
is assigneda unique tunestamp upon entermg the system
The ttmestamp of a global transactton T, IS &noted by
ts V, 1

7.1. The Local Lock Request
Let T, be a global transactton requeshng a local lock at
site S, When the local lock request 1smade, T, ‘s status
at site S, IS changedto waztzng and the PCG 1smodrfied
accordmgly Followmg this, the RM sets a tzmeout
penod and warts for the response from the server at S,
If the timeout exprres, then XG, which 1s the union of
PCG , GWFG , and WFCG , IS formed and a cycle detecuon algonthm 1s invoked If there IS no loop m the
graph, then a new hmeout per& 1s set, and the above
procedure 1srepeated Otherwrse, the set (T,,, , T,,,,)
conststmg of all global tranSaChOI'ISthat are actzve at S,
and appear in at least one loop wnh T,, IS formed If
ts(T,) < mm (ts(T,,), , ts(T,,)), then a new ttmeout
period 1sset, and the above procedure 1srepeated Otherwise, T, is aborted at all sttes After the server responded
that the local lock has been obtamed, the status of T, IS
changedat S, to actzve and the PCG 1smtified accordwly
7.2. The Commit Operation
Let SS be the set of sites at which transachonT, was executzng After the prepare-to-commzt messagewas sent to
every site m SS , the RM sets a tzmeout penod and watts
for the local sites to respond If at least one site
responded with <abort, T, >, or the trmeout penod has
exprred, then T, IS aborted at all the sites in SS. If all
sues have responded with <ready, T, >, then the record
<commzt , T,> 1s added to the global log on stable
storage, and the commzt message1s sent to each site m
SS Followmg this the RM agam sets a tzmeout pertod
and watts for the commzt completron messagefrom each
sue from SS If the hmeout penod has exprred, then for
each sateS, that has not responded,rf T, at sue S, hasnot
been restarted, then the transactton 1s restarted with a
new ttmestamp,the status of T, at Sk 1schangedto waztzng, and the PCG 1s changed accordingly A record is
then placed on the global transaction log indicahng that
T, has been restarted at site S, Following thu, the graph
XG , which 1sthe union of PCG , GWFG , and WFCG IS
formed If XG contams a cycle then let (T,,, , T,,,,) be
the set of all global transacttonsthat are actzve at Sk and
appearm at least one cycle with T, The RM aborts transacuon T,, , such that ts (T,, ) = max (ts ((T, 1 ), ,ts (T,, )),

and T,, is not a restartedtransachon If XG doesnot contam a cycle, then a new tuneout penod 1s set, and the
aboveprocedure 1srepeated
For each site S, m SS, that respondedwith a commzt complehon message,the RM places a record m the
global log specrfymgthat the commit of T, at sue S, has
been completed After all the satesm SS respondedwith
a commzt compleuon message,T, is removed from both
PCG and GWFG , T, ‘s global locks are released,and the
server of T, at each site m SS 1sremoved
The restarted transactron’s local lock requestsmay
create a deadlock srtuatronwith other global transactions
which are either actrve or being restarted at the same
hme Thus the algorithm combines the potenhal conflict
graph, the global wart-for-graph and the wart-for-commit
graph to detect and break a potenhal global deadlock, d
any should occur However, a restarted transactron can
never be aborted d a deadlock has occurred (or may
occurt), since the RM has already guaranteed that the
new data value wtll be mstalled m the database
The server restart process1srdempotent If the restarted server farls, then rt can be restarted without creatmg an mconststentglobal databasestate Eventually, the
restarted server will be able to complete the restart process,and only then wtll the data that has been locked at
the global level be unlocked for accessby other global
IraWChOnS

Let us consider the case where during the commit
operahon of transactton T, , a farlure has occurred at sites
S
, S In thts case,the RM restarts T, at thesesites
&weve[ for each sue S,r , , S,, , the RM will restart the
transacttonwith a new hImStamp This allows the RM to
consider each restarted transactron at the local site as a
new global transactron On the other hand, the RM also
has a record specrfymg that all these restarted transachons are related to the farled global transacuon This
mck permtts us to mamtam the restrtctton formulated
above, namely, that each global t.tIInSaChOnmay not be m
the waztzng stateat more than one local site
7.3. Examples
To tllustrate the RM algonthm, let us revisit Examples 5,
6, and 7
Example 5 (revisited): The transactron’sT, server
at sue S2 will not respond wtth a commit completed message, since the server failed The RM restarts the server
with a new tunestamp, the status of T, at site S2 1s
changedto waztzng , and the hmeout is mmahzed to 0
At this point the union of the WFCG and the PCG
contams a loop C = T1, T,, T, T2 1s the only actzve
mmaChOn at site S, Therefore, T2 gets aborted and
thus, transacuon T1 wrll successfully complete ns com-

mit operation
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Addrson-Wesley, 1987

Example 6 (reviated): Let us assumethat transacT1 hmes out at Site
Then the
$2
Local Lock Request procedure checks graph XG for a
loop In this case,the graph PCG contamsa loop C = T,,
Tz, T, At sateS2, transactton T, 1s actzve , and smce the
umestampof T, 1s larger then the ttmestampof T,, transachon T2 is aborted Transachon T1 can then complete
at both sates Cl
Example 7 (revisited): Since transachon T, warts
for a global lock that 1sallocated to transactton T2 and
the PCG contarns a path consrshngof T2, T1, graph XG
contains a loop C = T1, T2, T, At site S2, transacuonT1
is actzve and transactton T, IS waztzng After transacuon
T, has umed out at site S2, the Local Lock Request procedure will abort transacuon T,, smce tt has a larger
umestamp than transactton T1 Transacuon T, will then
obtam the global lock on c and consequentlya local lock
on c , and finally wrll complete its work and successfully
commit 0
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8. Conclusion
We have presenteda transacuonmanagementschemefor
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two-phasecommit protocol
It appears,however, that there 1sa pnce to pay for
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provides-admmutratve restnchons on what users transacuons are allowed to do We belleve that the resmcuons outlined in this paper are admrmstrahvely easy to
mamtam In fact, these restnctrons (namely, that each
data item can be updated by only one method-etther
locally or globally) are already unposed m users orgamZahOnS wnh which we are famrhar The payoff from
imposed resmchons is qmte SlgntfiCant We. gUamU.ee
consistent data update and data remeval m the presence
of system farlures and, m addthon, we assure local
DBMS autonomy All this is accomplished without
requr.rmg any modrficauons to local DBMS systems,
thereby ensunng that user DBMS mamtenancecosts wtll
not increase
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